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Introduction
Before we get things started, here is a few general things.

Website and Backend-Access
The EDNH website can be accessed from one of both these Links:
www.europeandatanewshub.eu
www.ednh.news (please use this one for now)
As for now the Site is password protected. Please use this password to gain Access: #ednh-2017#

The backend can be accessed by adding /wp-admin to the URLs, so in this Case:
www.europeandatanewshub.eu/wp-admin
www.ednh.news/wp-admin (please use this one for now)
As you might notice, the EDNH website is based on Wordpress. If you have used this before, the
whole process will be a piece of cake for you (though there are a few special things here and there).
If you haven’t worked with Wordpress before: No worries, here are the basic things you need to
know.

Log-Ins
Each Agency will be provided with a shared Log-In. Please contact your Project Manager to provide
you with yours.

What Do I need to Add a Post?
Before we get started, here’s a quick overview on what things you need to have, before doing any
actual work in the catalogue. Please make sure you have everything on hand, before creating a post.
Every Post must have a Headline, a Text and a Title Picture (must be 1920x1080 Pixel, in JPG-Format
and have a caption with photo credits). You also have the possibility to create a Teaser. If you don’t,
one will be created automatically. If you are doing a Text Article you should also include the Location
in the beginning (please delete the agency name if one is in the text). As for Author, Sources and
other Notes: You can add those at the End of the Text, if you have any. Lastly, you will have to put in
Keywords. Those can be names of figures involved, topical phrases or anything else related. They do
not need to be related to the Title of the Top Topic.
Feel free to use the following Flowchart and Template.

What Do I need to create a Post?
Headline

Text Article

Teaser
(optional)

Photo Gallery
What kind of
Post is it?

Title Picture

Video

1920x1080 px

Embed (e.g. Data-

Photos with
Captions in
1920x1080 px
Video-Link
(YouTube or
Vimeo)

Dashboard, Webgraphic)

Article Text
Keywords

Mandatory for
any type of Post!

Embed Code

Finish!

Article Template
Headline

EU countries register 1.2 million asylum seekers in 2016

Teaser (if empty, will be
generated from text)
(max. 150 characters)
Text
(unlimited, but
mandatory, even if
multimedia content)

This is a Teaser, which could be longer, but isn’t. Just image it would be
longer.

(Location is also
mandatory)

Brussels (dpa) - EU member states registered just over 1.2 million firsttime asylum applications in 2016, which is slightly lower than the
number of asylum claims submitted in 2015, the European Union's
statistical office said Thursday.
The highest number of asylum seekers came by far from Syria with
335,000 applicants, followed by Afghanistan with 183,000 and Iraq with
127,000.
The total number of 1.2 million asylum applications last year signals a
drop from the 1.26 million applications submitted in 2015, which was a
record high.
About 722,000 asylum seekers registered their claim in Germany,
making up 60 per cent of all applicants in the EU. Other countries with
high numbers of asylum applications included Italy, France and Greece.
Other EU countries saw large drops in asylum claims compared to 2015.
The numbers of applications were down by more than 80 per cent in
Sweden, Finland and Hungary.

Title-Picture
(must be 1920x1080px
and jpg)
Caption
(max. 80 characters)
(multi-language if
applicable)
Media
(if applicable)
Keywords

By Author Name
Source: if applicable
attachment detainees_migrants.jpg

Picture Caption/ Photo Credits

Link to Media (e.g. YouTube Link) or Embed Code
Min. 5 Keywords (e.g. Names of Key Figures, Locations, Topics etc.)

Wordpress Backend
Backend Homepage
Once you have successfully logged in, you will be redirected to the Dashboard. Don’t worry if you
don’t understand it: You won’t need it much. Just click on Posts and you will go where you want to
go.

Posts-Page
On the Posts-Page you will see all the articles that have been published so far. We will come back to
that a little bit later. As for now: Let’s focus on how to add new posts. First: Pick the Language the
content is in. After that, you can click on Add New to do so.

Creating a Post (in general)
Before you create a Post, make sure you have everything you need on Hand (see Article Template).
Filling in the Fields is pretty simple, if you use the Article Template:

Field in Article Template
Headline
Teaser
Text
Let’s go through this box per box!

Field in Website Backend
Title
Excerpt
Text

Headline

Make sure the
language settings
are correct (they
should be, if
you’ve picked the
correct language
before)

Here goes the Text. Make
sure to paste as plain text
so you don’t insert any
hidden HTML code or
formatations.

Please include the Location in
the Beginning and the Author,
Source etc. at the bottom of
the Box.

Please choose the
Top Topic you
want the post to
go into. If it is just
a general News
piece, pick
„General“

Here you can add a
Teaser. If you don’t
have one, it will be
created
automatically from
the main text

Please add a few Keywords
to every Post, sepearte the
Keywords with commas

Lastly, in the bottom right corner you will have the Box „Featured Image“. This is where you have to
select your Title Picture. Click on Set featured image.

A New Box will open, where you can simply Drag and Drop the Image-File. Remember: The Files must
be in .jpg-Format and have the exact dimensions 1920x1080px. If you do not know how to crop the
image, please contact your local graphic department or Project Manager.

Perfect
Size!

Here you can insert
the Caption as well
as Photo Credits

So far so good – you are almost done! If your Post is just an article, you could publish it now. But
since we have a few more Media Types to run through, I will show you how to do so a little bit later.

Creating a Data-Driven Multimedia-Post
Now that you’ve learned how to create a simple Text Post, let us see if we can handle multimedia
now. The procedure is pretty much the same, except for two fields: Text and Media.
As for Media: It is pretty easy: Simply select the Type of Media you are going to post.

Adding a Photo Gallery
To insert a Photogallery click on the Gallery Icon

Now you can add the pictures you want to have in the Gallery. Uploading and inserting captions
works the same way as with the Title Pictures – remember: Pictures (also the ones that go into a
gallery) must be 1920x1080 px and .jpg!

Just pick the ones that should go in there. If you want to select multiple pictures at ones, hold down
the CTRL-Button while selecting. Once you’ve added the pictures you can change the order by Dragand-Drop. Done? Then click the Button that says so! A code will now appear in the Text-box where
your Gallery will be displayed. If you want, you can cut and paste it somewhere else – e.g. if you have
a long text and want the Gallery to be in-between paragraphs. Et voila – now you have a Picture
Gallery.

Adding a Video
Adding a Video is pretty much similar to the Photo Gallery and even easier – provided that your video
is hosted on YouTube or Vimeo. This time just click the Video Button this Time and a New Box will
pop up.

Paste the Video-Link in the „Video“Box. Click done and you will be! Again: You can change the
position of the newly generated code to place your video somewhere else in your text.

Adding an iFrame/Embed
Thinking it couldn’t get easier? Well, it can. Or it can get harder. Those are the options. Implementing
an Embed depends on you having a precise link to the thing you want to embed. This means that the
link that you have leads only shows, what is supposed to be embedded. Embeds can be interactive
Webgraphics or even Videos, that are not uploaded to a common Video-Website (YouTube, Vimeo)

GOOD



NOT GOOD

X

For Example (pictured above): If the link shows you just the Video, it’s fine. If it shows you the Video
on a seperate website, you have to embed it the hard way (will show later). Let’s do the easy one
first: Click on the Embed-Sign.

A new box will show up (you know this by now, don’t you?). Insert the Link in the URL Box and click
Done – that’s it.

Adding an Embed manually (or: the hard way)
If you have something to Embed and can’t do it with the Embed Button, you will have to do it
manually. Having basic HTML-skills comes in handy here. To do so, first get the Embed-Link. Let’s try
with our Not Good Video from before. If content is embeddable it usually has some kind of code, that
can be copied. Copy it to your clipboard.

Now go back to your article and change from Visual to Text-View (far right corner)

Now paste the code you just copied (best is to do it at the end of the text. This way you can’t damage
any of your previous work). When you switch back to Visual mode you might not see your Embed,
but a little Box, indicating the embedded content, which is fine too.

Preview and Publishing
One Box we have skipped so far is the Publish-Box. You have different possibilities to work on and
publish your content. Most of it is pretty much self-explanatory: You can save your Draft, do a
Preview (which is handy and recommended if you implement multimedia content) and Publish. You
can also see the current Status of the Post.

In addition you have the possibility to time your posts. Just click on Edit next to „Publish
immediately“ and the box will extend. Now you can time your post to the minute. It will then
automatically be posted at the time you have set (make sure to click „Schedule“).

Editing a Post
Once you have published a Post, you can still make changes. Just look for the Post in the „All Posts“
Section of the Backend and open it. You will notice that the Publish Box looks different now.
If you make any changes you can preview them or click Update and they will Go live. Here’s a few
other things you can do now:

Unpublish posts
View Revisions and Follow up on changes
Change publish date (past, present or future)

If you want your article to be visible again, make sure to change the publish date to your current
date, since the posts are shown chronologically.

Other useful tweaks
Editing a Post directly from the Website
You are browsing the website and found something you want to change in a Post? No Problem. If you
are logged in with your agency account, you will see a little black bar on Top of the website. There
you will find the Option to „Edit Post“. Click here and you will be brought to the Catalogue-Entry in
the Backend.

Internal FAQs
Forgot how the size of the picture must be? (It’s 1920x1080 btw) Don’t remember how to embed a
Video? No Problem! We will set up a FAQ Section just for you. In the bottom right corner of the
Homepage you will see FAQ – internal. Click there and you will find an answer. You might notice
there is not much to find there yet. That is, since no questions have been asked frequently. Which
leads me to my final point:

Questions?

Meet me at our Slack Channel:
theednh.slack.com
or just send an email:
imran.ahmad@dpa-info.com

